In this work we have calculated analytically the work extraction in multi-particle Szilard engine. Unlike the previous studies, here we have introduced the biasing in the measurement procedure by inserting the partition at an arbitrary distance from the boundary. We found the work extraction to be symmetric with respect to a position-which is half way between the boundary walls. The work extraction is also calculated as a function of number of particles and it shows to saturate to a certain value for large number of particles. We find that work extraction can be made larger for multi-particle engine when the partition is inserted in the middle.
Introduction
Almost 150 years ago, Maxwell put forward a thought experiment thereby threatening the validation of second law of thermodynamics. He introduced a demon like creature which controls the dynamics of an isolated system and while doing so the entropy of the system decreases [1, 2] . This violates the second law. A classical analysis of Maxwell's demon was conducted by Szilard [3] where he studied an idealized heat engine with one particle gas and directly associated the information acquired by measurement with the physical entropy and saved the second law. Introduction of Maxwell's demon has stirred the physics community working in information themodynamics and has lead to some insightful physics [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . Quantum Szilard engine(QSZE) was first studied by Kim et al. [12] where they have clearly analyzed the quantum effects. In their paper, they have shown that-unlike classical caseinsertion and removal of partition in QSZE leads to some amount of work done on the system. In fact, the work extraction also depends on the type of particles -Bosons or Fermions-used as working substance. Many particle QSZE had been extensively studied in [13] , where the total work is shown to be dependent on particle statistics, the odd-even parity and the temperature of the system. The parity effect is seen to affect the system when the working substance is a collection of Fermions. An odd number of Fermions performs work whereas an even number of Fermions do not perform work at all. For Bosonic QSZE, there exists a critical temperature below which the engine cannot perform work i.e., the work is negative. As shown in this paper, that above the critical temperature the Bosonic QSZE performs more work than Fermionic QSZE. In [14] , optimization of work extraction in QSZE has been discussed for multiparticle case. They have shown that multi-particle QSZE has an inevitable irreversibility which makes the optimization challenging. In this brief note, we are studying the work extraction in classical multiparticle Szilard engine with a biasing. To our knowledge Szilard engine is studied with the partition being initially put in the middle of the box i.e., the partition divides the phase space of the working substance into two equal halves. In our case this division of phase space is made arbitrary by inserting the partition at an arbitrary distance from the boundary. This action changes the probability of particles to stay in certain volume. In this sense we are calling it a biasing. Our aim is to see how this affect the work extraction. Another important question is how this biasing can lead to an optimal work extraction in multi particle Szilard engine. We find that work extraction can be made larger for M-particle engine when the partition is inserted in the middle.
In the next section we will describe the many particle classical Szilard Engine in detail. Section 3 describe the work extraction for multiparticle classical Szilard engine and how it depends on the biasing and the number of particles. Finally, we will conclude. Each section is made self consistent.
Szilard Engine
We consider a Szilard engine(SZE) consisting of M particles in a closed cylinder of horizontal length L. There are four stages in the thermodynamic cycle of a SZE namely -(i) inserting a wall in the vertical direction at l = xL(0 ≤ x ≤ 1), (ii) measuring the number of particles n on the left side, (iii) performing an isothermal expansion in contact with a heat bath at temperature T , where the wall stops at l = l n differing in n, and (iv) removing the wall to complete the cycle. The work done by the SZE is given by[]
k B denotes the Boltzmann constant which is taken to be unity in subsequent expressions. Here p n and f n are given by
where
is a partition function that describes the situation of n particles to the left of the partition and the remaining M − n to the right, in a thermal equilibrium. Z n (X) = cX n /n! is the partition function of n-particle in a box of length X and c is some constant. Physically, p n denotes the probability that there are n particles to the left after partition and f n represents the probability to choose the case of n particles on the left side of the wall when the wall is inserted at l n in the time backward process. Note that one can choose l freely when the wall is inserted while l n is determined from the force balance on both sides of the wall F L + F R = 0. Although Eq. 1 is derived for QSZE, surprisingly, it also holds true for work done by classical SZE derived using classical non-equilibrium thermodynamics. But for both the cases the partition function differ and so does the amount of work.
Work extraction in classical Szilard engine
In classical Szilard engine, no work is done on the system during insertion and removal of partition. Quasistatic and isothermal shifting of partition contributes to the work in the whole cycle. In case of system consisting of M particles, p n = M n x n (1 − x) M −n and l n = (n/M )L = rL. 
Figure 1: Plot of work done on the system as a function of the initial position of the partition.
Inserting these expressions of p n and f n in Eq.1, we obtain It is seen right away that the work extraction is symmetric about x = 0.5, which is quite obvious. Another interesting fact to note is the work done by SZE is same for M = 1 and M = 2 when the wall is initially kept at x = 0.5; it is different otherwise. This is due to the fact that when there is no biasing, the measurement outcome that there is one particles on both sides does not contribute to the work extraction as the system stays at equilibrium with the wall at x = 0.5 and it does not move. This is not case for x = 0.5. Work extraction has a single peak at x = 0.5 for single particle but it splits into two distinct peaks as the number of particles increases. This gives clear clue that work extraction is more for multiparticle working substance with biasing. Fig.2 shows the work extraction as a function of number of particles for different biasing. The plot depicts the fact that work extraction is small with large biasing when number of particles is small. But work done by SZE increases for large biasing when the particle number is large. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have extensively studied multi-particle classical Szilard engine with biasing. We have shown that work extraction can be enhanced for large number of particles by inserting the partition at a different position other than the mid-point. Presently we are working on quantum Szilard engine.
